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Foreword
I am pleased to present the Annual Business Plan for Pacific Aviation Safety Office (PASO) for 2020. I would
like to express my sincere appreciation to the PASO Council of Directors and everyone who has been committed to PASO. In recent years PASO has strengthen considerably, both in terms of total revenue, the number of
operational work requests, and a significant increase in the level of engagement which has brought about a
greater understanding and increasing visibility of PASO’s role.
Each year has been busier than the past and 2020 is expected to be no different, it is anticipated that this year
will be busier than the last. PASO looks forward to embarking on making such a stronger contribution to regulatory aviation safety and security in the region. The continuation of strong indications from across the region
that range of new activity will take place, thus increasing demands on PASO.
A significant highlight is expected to be the Annual Regional Aviation Minister’s Meeting (RAMM), scheduled
for late March in Papua New Guinea. This is a significant opportunity for PASO, for aviation in the region, and
invites the opportunity to do more than what we are doing now. PASO is humbled by the support that it has
received for this event to occur but wishes to acknowledge the contribution that the Pacific Islands Forum
Secretariat making to aviation and to PASO. The support provided by PIFS need to be congratulated and PASO
looks forward to a close working relationship. In the same sentence I wish to also acknowledge the continue
and increasing support of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO). Their efforts to assist the region
are now very noticeable and meaningful. It is through joint support of PIFS and ICAO that PASO is well position
to improve support and effectiveness to its members.
From an internal perspective, PASO looks forward to deepening its relationship with all Members which in
provides the base for PASO and the State to have a strong bilateral relationship to achieve aviation safety and
security. Equally, PASO recognises that a number of Members have (or are planning to) invest significantly in
new aircraft. This is an exciting time to be a part of this process and PASO is fully engaged and doing everything
it can to ensure all the necessary requirements are met.
I’m sure that 2020 could well stretch PASO and everyone involved. As we continue in our journey, we will need
to everyone’s support to achieve a stronger and stable PASO. From everyone based in Vanuatu we look forward
to delivering on the priorities set for 2020.

Yours Sincerely,
						
			
			
Andrew Valentine
General Manager
Pacific Aviation Safety Office
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1 | Background
2020 is the third year of the current 2018 – 2022 Strategic Plan and is important to reflect and consider if our strategic direction is still relevant. Progress against targets in the previous two (2) years have largely been delivered.
As we enter the third (3rd) year, PASO considers that the current Strategic Plan is still relevant and remains
on track for delivery. This Business Plan reflects this but also incorporates new priorities that have emerged in
recent times.
PASO believes that our strategic goals remain valid. Therefore, by way of confirmation our outputs for the year
are classified into three (3) Strategic areas:

»»

Service Delivery Excellence: provide relevant and excellence services to our Members and high-quality

»»

Organisational Strengthening: to be a strong, stable, efficient, transparent and dynamic organisations, that

»»

advice and recommendation;
is responsive to the needs of its members; and
Respected Partnerships: to ensure strong partnerships with governments, civil aviation authorities, operators,
and other partners with whom PASO works to achieve its vision.

For each Strategic Areas, we have Strategic Priorities in which under these strategic priorities we have targeted
goals, anticipated outcomes, timelines, and actions to be carried out to achieve these goals.
Further details of these outputs are presented in Section 3 of this Business Plan.

2 | Personnel
To deliver its mission, PASO is expected to maintain certain capabilities in both this Regional Pool of Inspectors
and the support staff who manage PASO on a day to day basis.
The organisational structure for 2020 – please refer to Appendix B for detail.
There are no substantive changes expected to occur to the structure for 2020 however it is expected that PASO
will undertake an organisational review in the first (1st) quarter of next year. This recognises that it will be two (2)
years since all positions were filled, and the structure was been largely untested. This will provide an excellent
opportunity for PASO to continue to evolve and adapt to meet the needs of our Members.
Given the forecast workload demands, it is very possible that PASO may:

»»
»»

Introduce short term temporary positions in the office during times of peak demand; and
Explore the possibility of having some contracted three inspectors (potentially flight operations, airworthiness, and aerodromes) based in the PASO Office in Vanuatu.

Decisions around resourcing will be confirmed once further information has become available.
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3 | Key Priorities
3.1 | Seeking to strengthen member engagement
Strengthening our engagement with our Members in the coming year is an important mechanism that PASO is
looking forward to. Not so more is needed with the new funding model to be succeed, close collaboration with
our Members is pivotal and for PASO’s financial sustainability.
Also, PASO needs to be in partnership with our members, know their expectation and what they want from us. For
it to work our line of communication and involvement with the members should be two way and timely. Please
refer to Annex D for details on the 2020 Work Plan and Annex F for our plan of PASO’s activities for 2020.
We are committed to our core functions of continuing to provide excellent high-quality regulatory aviation oversight
services that meet the needs of Member States. Even though there might be the risk of not able to deliver on our
Member’s expectation, but we have correction action that we can use to mitigate it and become manageable.
Please refer to Appendix C in which our Strategic Risk is outline.
Most importantly, PASO is stronger when there is a good level of engagement. We will continue to place a high
value and priority to engage as often as we can with our members, program partners and relevant recognised
bodies to ensure that 2020 is year of productive and successful.

3.2 | Regional Aviation Ministerial Meeting (RAMM)
With the recent endorsement during the 50th Pacific Island FORUM Leaders meeting in Tuvalu in August 2019,
of the Regional Aviation Ministerial Meeting (RAMM) being introduced back to the regional arena, PASO and its
Members are looking forward to the first RAMMs to be held in late March and early April 2020.
Prior to its endorsement, Pacific Island Forum States (PIFS) and PASO have been working together for some time
and have agreed that there is a need for a RAMM with the intention of PASO being the lead agency thereafter.
This is important as this provides the vehicle for PASO Council to promote significant regional issues requiring
attention to Aviation’s Ministers. A regular aviation ministers meeting has never occurred for the lifespan for PASO.
Additionally, the RAMM is also well aligned with PASO’s Strategic Plan 2018-2022, to organise political support
around harmonisation and cooperation in the aviation sector across the Pacific.

3.3 | Roll-out of new funding model
The model, “Work Plan Percentage Model (WPPM)” is on target to be implemented by 1st January 2020. In 2018
the PASO Council committed to implement the WPPM from 1st January 2020. Progress has commenced and
remains a priority, but work is ongoing. At the time of writing this plan, PASO would like to congratulate Cook
Islands for being the leader in embracing and fully on-boarding the WPPM. We are positive that more Member
States will be coming on board with this new model.

The purpose of this models is to allow:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
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Long term financial sustainability for PASO;
A specified number of pre-purchased PASO workdays that States can utilise throughout the year.
Substantially lower costs to Members for any PASO work over and above the number of days that have been
pre-purchased. This allow saving between 20 to 30 %.
Flexibility to accommodate new donor funding should it arise
A funding model that gives PASO members as sovereign States the freedom to determine how they will
fund their regulatory aviation obligations
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3.4 | Quality Management System (QMS)
PASO needs to move from being a people-driven organisation to a process-driven organisation. Therefore, we
must have a functioning QMS to achieve this which makes this a top priority for 2020.
This activity is aligned to our Strategic Area of Service Delivery Excellence in Strategic Priority 3; PASO to maintain a robust Quality Management Systems. Our goal is that by 2022 PASO to have accurate and robust safety
management system to meet the needs of the PASO Office and for its member states.
The deliverable had the following relevant anticipated Outcomes:

»»
»»
»»
»»

Establish a Quality Assurance System for PASO to ensure that all operations including technical, financial
and corporate are appropriate for the organisation and can interface with IT systems and are fit for purpose;
Clear policies and delegations are developed and approved;
Corporate procedures and delegations that support employment, financial and IT delegations/policies are
in place;
Practical QA system for PASO based on ISO or like system.

Currently, PASO does not have a QMS that encompasses all organisation requirements. However, PASO does
not have elements of a QMS, being many documents, forms, checklists, manuals, and procedures across several
its functions. Consequently, the first stage in the project will be to do a thorough review of what is in place and
to understand any linkages or overlap. This process is expected to take most of 2019 to ensure the new QMS is
successfully embedded and would carry forward to 2020.
Importantly, having a robust QMS in place will help coordinate and direct PASO’s activities to meet customer
and regulatory requirements and improve its effectiveness and efficiency on a continuous basis.

3.5 | Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
With the expectation that the new funding model is going to be in place and commence on 1st January 2020,
variation to the current Service Level agreements between the States and PASO will need to be executed.
This mainly due that the current SLAs are:

»»
»»
»»

Outdated and need amend
Need to better define the relationship between PASO and a member state
Required to formalise the WPPM

Current SLA with most States were agreed and signed by senior Government Official Level (typically Ministers
responsible for aviation/transport). This is consistent with PASO’s being onerous of its Pacific Island Civil Aviation
Safety and Security Treaty (PICASST). It also recognises that the SLA binds the State to firm obligations and
financial liability (to pay PASO’s for the services provided).
The arrangements proposed in the variation on the basis that payment of the Statement Commitment Fee
will occur on a lump sum basis, prior to 1st January each year. The States would also have the option of how
they would prefer to make the payment. Whether it’s on a six (6) monthly, quarterly or monthly basis, this can
be requested, depending on the States preference.
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3.6 | Council of Regional Organisation in the Pacific (CROP) and Regional Issues
Regionalism, and getting aviation on the regional agenda, does not appear to be a new challenge. Being a
member of CROP, PASO is included in important regional decisions and can contribute where appropriate.
There are lot of positives to be achieve by PASO’s involvement as an active member of CROP and to contribute
to regional activities in accordance with our mandate. With the likes of networking opportunity, collaboration,
regionalism in collective action, information and data sharing, to name a few. Most importantly, it enables PASO
to establish trust and confidence to members and key stakeholders not only regionally but also internationally.
3.7 |Progressing all the World Bank (WB) reform consultancies
2020 will be a busy year for the PASO Reform Project. In the first half of 2019, PASO completed the procurement
of USD$790k worth of consulting activities financed under the Additional Financing Package, which PASO
signed with the World Bank in mid-2018. At the time of writing, these activities are well underway, and we
expect that the bulk for deliverables will be ready for the April 2020 PASO Council Meeting. The consultancies
that will be completed in 2020 are:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Review of PASO Technical and Ops manuals;
Review of PASO Constitution;
Update of Marketing Strategy;
Development of RPAS Rules for PASO States
USOAP Advisor for OLF management; and
PASONet Advisor for PASO Shared IT Services

In addition, in 2020 PASO will be continuing and expanding the delivery of training activities to States. These
activities will be financed by USD$800,000 from the Additional Financing package. They include Governance
Training for new PASO Council members, and training activities under the Civil Aviation Strengthening program
(CAASP) and Pacific Inspector Development Program (PAIP).
3.8 | Development Partner funding proposals for USOAP/USAP
PASO is looking forward to working closely with two member States that have a Bilateral Arrangement with
NZ MFAT in place. MFAT provide funding to Vanuatu and Kiribati under the New Zealand Aid Programme to
support their respective Civil Aviation Authority in areas where they needed support in.
PASO anticipate that there would be more of this type of arrangement in the future in which Development
Partners have a bilateral arrangement with the States and PASO in a monitoring and implementing agency role.
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Annual work plans are received
from States in a timely manner.

Supporting state needs analysis by providing training/guidance to States in the delivery
of their oversight, audit, and
regulatory requirements

Work Plan commitment
from States

State training requirements
(for NAA) are supported.

Develop a work plan with the
CAANZ and the New Zealand
MFAT for the provision of activities to improve States effective
implementation scores under
the Universal Safety Oversight
Aviation Program.

Explore projects with other
Development Partners focused
on continued enhancement
and development (i.e. Safety
Management Systems, Drones,
or the Universal Security Aviation Program).

Universal Safety Oversight
Aviation Program Activities
are delivered in collaboration with CAANZ and MFAT

PASO has development
projects in place to keep
up to date with current
trends and requirements
to support States.

(Note that this is geared
towards CAASP only.)

Annual business planning
complete with work programs
agreed and resourcing in place
through inspectors and the
pool of inspectors.

PASO is proactive in having
State work programs in
place and is delivering a
high-quality service.

(Funding: role of GM to explore option with development partners but
resources will be required for any substantial proposal development).

PASO to explore funding for additional work streams (Note that work on this
commenced in 2019 and PASO will continue to explore opportunities in 2020
based on feedback and outcome of Proposals to date).

PASO to maintain a register of gaps identified by MFAT/CAANZ program
and intended corrective actions proposed under implementation plans
and assist Member States to identify appropriate and necessary corrective
actions that can be undertaken by States themselves and to assist State to
secure resources to implement Corrective Action Plans. PASO to have regard
to implementation plans when considering additional donor programmes.
(Funding: additional funding will be required for any CAP work)

PASO to review the State’s request and propose courses that meets CAASP
and PIDP requirements to the selection panel

States to submit their training requirements for the following year

PASO to receive any updates to the 3-year work plan from Member States by
30 th September 2020 (though note moving to a 3-year workplan system).

PASO to liaise with and assist States to review/amend their 3-year work plan
(set in September 2019 for the subsequent 3 years of 2020, 2021 and 2022).
(Note that a Bi-annual review of workplans can take place at Council.

PASO to seek schedule of aviation documents from each Member to aid
with planning.

(No additional budget required, and to be discussed during PASO visits to
Member States – see SP 6)

PASO to liaise with States to amend individual SLA’s as per State needs, and
then agree to and action the SLAs.

Review of SLAs with States and
establish a frequency of review.

Service Level Agreements
are updated and remain
relevant for the delivery of
services.

(Note need to review is driven
by legislative changes)

Specific Actions

Actions

Outcomes

Q1

Q2

Strategic Area: Service Delivery Excellence | Goal: By 2022, PASO operations will be efficient, effective, and responsive to Members needs

4.1 Strategic Priority 1: PASO has strong programs and support services for its Members

4 | Strategic Priority Areas: Deliverable for 2020
Q3

Q4
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Indicators program – CAA Strengthening #

Indicators – Audit and Inspection program

Indicators – Legal Authority

Indicators

Risks

Funding

Stakeholders

Human resources required

Implementation Category

Implementation

# of USOAP and USAP days completed

# of CAA Staff trained

# of State Training plans supported

# of work plans produced in a timely manner

% of unscheduled work requests

# of workdays requested and completed from Member States

# of SLAs with each of the Member States

# of request of non-core services or advice from Member States

# of times that these services are used by each Member State

# of Member States using PASO services

Further funding of the USOAP work & commitments is unclear.

Member States to provide information in a timely manner.

The CAA Strengthening Program (CAASP) is funded through WB.

The Audit and Inspection Program (AIP) is funded from payments by CAA’s and operators.

Member States, Inspectors, CAA NZ, MFAT, WB, Government of Vanuatu, and development partners

Inspectors

General Manager, Operation Manager, Operation Advisor, Operations Coordinator, Program Manager and

Item
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Pacific Islands citizens are in
the POI

POI have a good cultural fit, are
experienced and have currency
of qualification

Establishment of a Regional
Pool of Inspectors (POI) to be
used by PASO to oversee aviation safety and security, build
state capacity through support
of PASO and inspectorates

Outcomes

Mentoring and training plans
are undertaken to identify and
source Pacific Islands expertise
that require a small (1-2 courses)
amount of training and/or experience to enable access on to the
inspectorate pool

Register of POI reviewed annually
and updated to deliver PASO services for Member States, Inspectors’ performance is managed by
the Operations Manager

Maintain a Memorandum of
Understanding with the CAAs of
New Zealand, Fiji, Australia and
Papua New Guinea (and others)
to supplement POI

Develop manual;
Code of conduct;
Qualifications requirement; and
Contracting mechanism to
engage inspector

Actions

Once identified, PASO to coordinate with selected individuals to attend training (that
is funded by the WB-funded PIDP), and then add them to the POI and schedule their
work under the AIP.

PASO assists with process to support/encourage Member States to identify suitable
candidates who are then assessed by selection panel

PASO to provide ongoing support to identify those individuals with the potential to
become inspectors and put in place a training program and pathway to develop capacity in the regional with the intent of providing a succession plan for PASO POI into the
future.

PASO to review, manage Inspectors’ performance and qualifications based on any
feedback and to identify/arrange and liaise with Inspectors to essential any necessary
additional training.

PASO to undertake an annual review of register and update accordingly to ensure that
the POI has the required range of experience across all areas of the Audits and Inspection
programme (AIP) and currency of qualification.

Maintain a Memorandum of Understanding with the CAAs of New Zealand, Fiji, Australia
and Papua New Guinea (and others) to supplement POI

Ensure PASO’s inspectors are properly geared with equipment (Funding: need to fund
any clothing and equipment items that may need to be purchased)
PASO to work with Member States to strengthen the facilitation around receiving
Inspectors assigned to for requested services, such as meet and greet protocol

Review the qualifications to ensure that they meet our requirement;
Ensure that new applicants meet qualification and contracting mechanism in place;
and submit names to the selection panel for endorsement for the following year

Roll out new sets of field manuals develop by RA to PASO Inspectors

Specific Actions

experienced, qualified pool of inspectors with a majority of inspectors originating from the Pacific Islands.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Strategic Priority 2: PASO has a well-developed pool of inspectors | Strategic Area: Service Delivery Excellence | Goal: By 2022 PASO will have a responsive,
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Indicators

Risks

Funding

Stakeholders

Human resources required

Implementation Category

Implementation

# of Pacific Inspectors working as ‘Core Inspectors’

# of potential Pacific inspectors in training and mentoring program

# of potential Pacific inspectors identified

sufficient funds for all the additional training and support that may be required for them to meet the criteria)

Lack of NAA candidates who meet selection panel criteria, (note that criteria become less stringent there is not

•The Pacific Inspector Development Program (PIDP) is funded through the PASO Reform Project

Member States, Inspectors, CAA NZ, MFAT, WB

Operations Manager and Coordinator

Item
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The QMS is accurate and up
to date

Establish a Quality Management System (QMS) for PASO
to ensure that all operations
including technical, financial
and corporate are appropriate
for the organisation, are able
to interface with IT system, and
are fit for purpose

Outcomes

Conduct an annual review and
make changes as required

Practical QA System for PASO
based on International Organisation for Standards (ISO) requirements or like system.

Corporate procedures and delegations that support employment,
financial and IT delegations/policies are in place

Technical procedures for inspectors documented, reviewed and
updated

PASO to continue QMS project started in 2019, to revise policies and procedures to
support corporate systems

Clear policies and delegations
developed and approved

Not applicable for 2020

PASO to implement QA system

PASO to agree to QA system and measures

PASO to review and prepare schedule of financial and non-financial delegations for
Council approval

PASO to ensure continuous feedback and quality improvement by inspectors

PASO to implement RA deliverables. This may involve the improved automation off
the procedures that pertain to the Ops Team workflow that is expected to be covered
under the PASO Net IT consultancy, but it may need further effort

Regulatory Advisor (RA) to deliver pm WB-funded consultancy

Specific Actions

Actions

and robust quality management systems to meet the needs of the PASO office and for Member States.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Strategic Priority 3: PASO maintains robust Quality Management Systems | Strategic Area: Service Delivery Excellence | Goal: By 2022, PASO will have accurate
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Indicators

Risks

Funding

Stakeholders

Human resources required

Implementation Category

Implementation

# of approve new manuals and policies

# of processes automated with the new IT platform

Additional Financing from the WB needs to be secured for IT implementation of the QMS

Funding for the Legal Advisor

The Regulatory Adviser and the IT component are funded through the PASO Reform Project

Member States, Inspectors

Operations Manager, Corporate Services Manager, Legal Advisor

Item
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PASO to consider how to action and fund further governance training based on the
success of the training that took place in 2018 and Council has agreed that is should
be repeated (Council membership charges)

Governance Training Session to
be implemented and delivered to
improve Financial and Corporate
Activities for the PASO Council

Maintain a risk strategy & register
for PASO, review annually

Governance training for
Council members to support
better management of PASO

Organisational risks are actively
managed

PASO to review the current risk register needs to be reviewed and seek to improve the
overall ównership’ of risk. It also needs to include a Health & Safety register.

PASO to ensure that staff training plans are maintained and actioned as per staff TNA

Note importance of Regional Aviation Ministers Meeting (RAMM) and see SP 7•
Keep engage with relevant parties, aviation, ICAO & donor organisations

PASO to operationalise MOU with SPTO and to explore options for working with regulators to obtain regular and accurate data sets

PASO to prepare a comprehensive travel policy for PASO staff, inspectors, consultants
and Members, including setting a schedule of set per diems, for Council approval

TNA for personnel to be developed
and actioned for PASO personnel

Open dialogue with relevant
bodies to identify how PASO can
influence aviation issues across
the region

Obtain accurate passenger information and forecasts, review
annually

Implement new organisational
policies and procedures (the
Drysdale Report)

PASO to ensure that systems are in place, based on actions under SP 3

Financial policy and procedures,
financial delegations, annual
budgets, and monthly and
quarterly reporting are in place.
Systems are reviewed annually.
Refer to QMS – SP 3

Obtain approval from all member

Specific Actions

PASO to work with the Member
States to agree to a new funding
model.

Actions

PASO staff training needs
analysis

PASO is abreast of current aviation issues across the region

Financial management and
administration systems are in
place with functioning accurate policies and procedures;
PASO has a stable funding
model.

Outcomes

will have a proactive and respected office providing accurate and timely advice to States and to the Council.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Strategic Priority 4: PASO exhibits strong corporate, organisational, and financial governance | Strategic Area: Service Delivery Excellence | Goal: By 2022 PASO
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Produce Annual Business Plans
and Annual Reports

Produce Annual Business Plans
and Annual ReportsPlan refresh
for 2021

Organisational risks are actively
managed

PASO has an up to date Business Plan and Annual Report

Indicators

Risks

Funding

Stakeholders

Human resources required

Implementation Category

Implementation

Maintain a risk strategy & register for PASO, review annually
(continued)

Organisational risks are actively
managed (continued)

Business Plan and Annual Report completed

plans completed; $ of organisational cash balances; $ of Annual subscription fees received

% of improvement in financial processing times; % of improvement in customer satisfaction; # of staff training

Additional Financing from the WB needs to be secured for SP refresh and additional Governance training

Funding Continuation of key personnel

Recruitment of Legal Advisor

PASO Staff, Member States, Donor Partners

Corporate Services Manager, General Manager, PASO Council, Legal Advisor

Item

PASO to develop TORS and secure WB funding for a mid-term review of the Strategic
Plan in early 2021

PASO to prepare draft Annual Report for previous year before April Council meeting
and finalise in May of 2020.

PASO to prepare Annual Business Plan for upcoming year before November Council
meeting, and finalise by end of the year

PASO to explore wider package of staff welfare entitlements, e.g. ensure sufficient health
care coverage. (This is a known risk to the organisation and as a small organisation, it
is common)

PASO also needs to action the following issues (many of which present a risk to the
organisation) and secure budget (if applicable) for the following during 2020.
• Business continuity systems (within scope of QMS project)
• PASO’s procurement systems (within scope of QMS project)
• Conflict of Interest systems (within scope of QMS Project)
• Improved induction: Council Members, Inspectors and staff
• Information Management and Data Security (within scope of QMS project)
• Accident or Incident planning
• Improved awareness of Diplomatic Protocol in Vanuatu and our other member States

PASO Business Plan 2020
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Deliver and complete all activities under the PASO Reform
Project.

Outcomes

Actions

Continue engagement with
Stakeholders (PASO States, ICAO,
CROPS, Ministers).

Deliver training activities funded
by Additional Financing package
signed in June 2018.

Complete Additional Financing program of consultancies to
strengthen PASO.

Implement a new funding model
for PASO to ensure long term
sustainability

the PASO Reform project

Engage with States, ICAO and other stakeholders

Organize RAMM Meeting

Council member training

Staff Training

CAASP Training

PIDP Training

Complete USOAP/USAP Advisor Consultancy

Complete RPAS Consultancy

Begin procurement of PASONet IT Solutions

Complete Regulatory Advisor Consultancy

Complete Marketing and Comms Adv.

Complete PASONet Project Manager Consultancy

PASO to provide information to Member States on action they must take and respond
to their queries.

Continue to work with Members to support State-led actions to implement new funding
model.

Specific Actions

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Strategic Priority 5: PASO is reformed | Strategic Area: Organisational Strengthening | Goal: By 2022, PASO will have successfully completed and implemented
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Indicators

Risks

Funding

Stakeholders

Human resources required

Implementation Category

Implementation

Deliverables (See separate Results Management Framework for WB projects)

WB consultancy deliverables do not fully meet requirements of PASO and/or Member States

The PASO Reform Project is fully funded by the World Bank

Technical and Fiduciary Services Unit (TFSU), Consultants

Project Manager, General Manager, Operation Manager, Corporate Service Manager, Legal Advisor

Item
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Strengthening relationships
across internal (PASO Council,
Inspectors, Staff, and Stakeholders) and externally (e.g.
ICAO, CROP).

PASO has a reliable and fit
for purpose communication platform that consists
of a functioning website and
portal, and PASO has regular
engagement with members
and stakeholders.

Outcomes

PASO to update its Website with new content that is uploaded on a regular basis.

PASO to maintain the websites

PASO management to meet
annually with the Host State
and at least once with all PASO
Members and Associate members
every three years.

Held 2 Council Meeting

PASO to engage with industry and key stakeholders (e.g. CROP, ASPA, ICAO, WB, NZ
meetings, including Aviation Security equipment and training funding through CAANZ)
and other related activities based on agreed schedule and a trip plan.
(Funding: WB and MFAT under stakeholder engagement)

PASO to undertaken annual visits to PASO Member States in accordance with a schedule that is agreed at Council Meetings (ideally at the November meeting for the following year)

PASO to engage with Member States through Council meetings that take place twice
a year. (Note that inspectors, staff and relevant stakeholders are also in attendance).
(Funding: Service fees fund PASO staff and inspectors to attend Council, Member States
fund their representatives)

Communication Strategy and Plan is delivered and implemented

Based on agreed scope and capability, PASO Net IT platform (portal) is operational
and effective.

Regular communications, updates
and information to a range of
internal and external stakeholders.

Implement Communication
Strategy

Specific Actions

Actions

able, and timely engagement and working relationship with all PASO Members, Staff, Inspectors and Stakeholders

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Strategic Priority 6: PASO has excellent internal and external relationships | Strategic Area: Respected Partnerships | Goal: By 2022 PASO will have strong, reli-
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# regular dialogue opportunities with ICAO

# regular dialogue opportunities with Pacific organisations, CROP

Indicators - Regional

Indicators - International

# regular dialogue opportunities with the Vanuatu Government

tions with limited time and resources.

The GM and senior staff are unable to attend key events due to crowded scheduling and unrealistic expecta-

Service fees, WB Reform Programme and MFAT core funding agreement funds meetings

Members, Associate Members, ICAO, CROP agencies, Industry, WB and other relevant stakeholders

General Manager, and also Operations Manager and Corporate Services Manager

Item

Indicators - Host Country

Risks

Funding

Stakeholders

Human resources required

Implementation Category

Implementation
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Actions

Updated Hosting Agreement executed with the Government of
Vanuatu.

Annual review and relationship
meeting between PASO and the
Government of Vanuatu.

Outcomes

Host agreement in place
between PASO and the government of Vanuatu.

A strong working relationship with the government of
Vanuatu and key delegates
to support the delivery of the
Hosting Agreement through
regular stakeholder meetings.

Specific Actions

PASO to undertake any follow-up action as required from the meeting(s) with the aim
of seeking greater engagement with the GoV decision makers. This may include hosting
a workshop on the value to Government of Vanuatu of hosting

Regularly meeting with all Government Department and attend other meetings and
diplomatic events involving GoV as necessary, e.g. regular meetings with Ministry of
Infrastructure and Public Utilities and the Director of Civil Aviation.

Signed in May 2018, no further action for 2020. (3 year terms and next one would be
in 2021)

trusted and respected partnership with the host state

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Strategic Priority 7: PASO maintains an equitable and supportive Host Agreement | Strategic Area: Respected Partnerships | Goal: By 2022 PASO will have a
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Indicators

Risks

Funding

Stakeholders

Human resources required

Implementation Category

Implementation

# regular dialogue opportunities with the Government of Vanuatu

The GoV does not engage sufficiently with PASO

Funded by Host Agreement and no additional funding required

Government of Vanuatu

General Manager, and senior managers if a workshop is held.

Item

PASO Business Plan 2020
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PASO has strong programs and support services for its members

Strategic Priority 1:

Priority

Explore Projects with other Development Partners focused on continued enhancement and development
(i.e. Safety Management Systems, Drones, or the Universal Security Aviation Program)

Develop a work plan with the Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand and the New Zealand Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade for the provision of activities to improve States effective implementation scores under the
Universal Safety Oversight Aviation Program

Supporting state needs analysis by providing training/guidance to States in the delivery of their oversight,
audit, and regulatory requirements

Annual work plans are received from states in a timely manner

Annual business planning complete with work programs agreed and resourcing in place through inspectors
and the pool of inspectors

Review and Update SLAs with States to incorporate the new funding model and establish a frequency of review

Task Details

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

The below table provided a high-level performance against targets which will be monitoring and report against in our Quarterly Report throughout 2020.

PASO Strategic Plan and Monitoring Framework for Year 3 (2020)

5 | Monitoring and Evaluation
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PASO maintains robust Safety Management
Systems

Strategic Priority 3:

Priority

A well-developed pool of inspectors

Strategic Priority 2:

Priority

Practical QA system for PASO based on International Organisation for Standards (ISO) requirements or like
system.

Corporate procedures and delegations that support employment, financial and IT delegations/policies are
in place

Technical procedures for inspectors documented, reviewed and updated

Clear policies and delegations developed and approved

Task Details

Mentoring and training plans are undertaken to identify and source Pacific Islands expertise that require a
small (1-2 courses) amount of training and/or experience to enable access on to the inspectorate pool

Register of POI reviewed annually and updated to deliver PASO services for Member States. Inspectors performance is managed by the Operations Manager

Maintain a Memorandum of Understanding with the CAA of New Zealand to provide inspector services

Develop manuals, code of conduct, qualifications and a contracting mechanism to engage the Pool of
Inspectors

Task Details

Q1

Q1

Q2

Q2

Q3

Q3

Q4

Q4
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PASO maintains a robust Safety Management System

Strategic Priority 4:

Priority

Produce an Annual Business Plan and Annual Report

Maintain a risk strategy and register for PASO, review annually

Governance Training Session to be implemented and delivered to improve Financial and Corporate Activities
for the PASO Council

Training Needs Analysis (TNA) developed for PASO personnel

Open dialogue with relevant bodies to identify how PASO can influence aviation issues across the region

Obtain accurate passenger information and forecasts, review annually

Implement new organisational policies and procedures (the Drysdale Report)

Financial policy and procedures, financial delegations, annual budgets, and monthly and quarterly reporting
are in place. Systems are reviewed annually

A new financial sustainability model is adopted for 1st January, 2020

Task Details

Q1

Q3

No Longer Applicable

Q2

Q4
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PASO is reformed

Strategic Priority 5:

Priority

Complete financing plans to 2018, identify priorities (and required investment) for the basis of extending the
reform project

Implement the recommendations from the Legal Advisor

Implement the recommendations of the Drysdale Report

Marketing and communications plan and strategy

Implement the outcomes of the PASONet IT Strategy

Establish a Management “quality assurance” system for PASO to ensure that all operations meet an appropriate standard

Task Details

Q3

No Longer Applicable:

Q2

Q4

Funding extension approved June 2018

Q1
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PASO maintain an equitable and supportive
Host Agreement

Strategic Priority 7:

Priority

PASO has excellent internal and external
relationships

Strategic Priority 6:

Priority

Annual review and relationship meeting between PASO and the Government of Vanuatu

Updated Hosting Agreement executed with the Government of Vanuatu

Task Details

PASO management to meet annually with the Host State and at least once with all PASO Members and
Associate members every three years

Regular communications, updates and information to a range of internal and external stakeholders

Task Details

Q1

Q1

Q2

Q2

Q3

Q3

Q4

Q4
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6 | Finances/Resources

Proposed: Financial Budget for 2020
AUD$

AUD$

Revenue

4,309,849

Hosting Agreement

282,849

Subscription Fees

221,725

Work Plan Percentage Model

336,317

Audit & Inspection Program

491,481

New Zealand Grant Funding

718,500

Reform Project

2,258,977

Expenditure

4,309,849

1. Hosting Agreement

282,849

Domestic Staff: Personnel-HA

104,349

Office Rent

63,000

Electricity

14,000

Telephone & Internet

25,000

ICT Support

20,000

Motor Vehicle

6,000

Insurance

11,000

Bank Charges

2,000

Capital Expense - Motor Vehicle

37,500

2. Subscription Fees
International Staff: Personnel - SUBs
International Staff Allowances

5,281
13,322

Bank Charges

1,584

ADB Loan Interest

13,203

ADB Loan Principle

42,251

Office Expenses

2,641

Entertainment

2,641

Printing and Stationary

2,641

Financial Audit
Postage and Freight

317
4,225
264

3. Work Plan Percentage Model (WPPM)

336,317

International Staff: Personnel - WPPM

77,887

International Staff Allowances

3,084

Inspector Fees-WPPM

131,585

Travel Reimbursable Expenses-WPPM

75,233

Professional Services

7,781

Bank Charges

925

ADB Loan Interest

7,712

ADB Loan Principle

221,725

133,355

Professional Services

Accounting Fees

AUD$

19,342

Office Expenses

1,542

Entertainment

6,877

Printing and Stationary

1,542
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AUD$
Accounting Fees

1,568

Postage and Freight

1,074

4. Audit Inspection Program

491,481

International Staff: Personnel-AIP

41,259

International Staff Allowance

1,634

Inspector Fees-AIP

262,350

Travel Reimbursable Expenses-AIP

159,531

Professional Services

4,122

Bank Charges

1,490

ADB Loan Interest

4,085

ADB Loan Principle

13,072

Office Expenses

817

Entertainment

817

Printing and Stationary

817

Accounting Fees

98

Postage and Freight

1307
82

5. New Zealand Grant Funding
International Staff - Personnel
Conference and Meetings
Bank Charges

718,500
264,500
10,000
1,000

Council Expenses

50,000

Inspector Workshop

35,050

Consultancy Fees

255,450

Travel Expenses

102,500

6. Reform Project
Reform Project
PROJECTED SURPLUS (SHORTFALL)
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AUD$

164

Financial Audit

Financial Audit

AUD$

2,258,977
2,258,977
-

to be a strong, stable, efficient, transparent and
dynamic organisation, that is responsive to the
needs of its Members

to provide relevant and excellent services to

our Members and high-quality advice and

recommendations

PASO will act impartially and

treat each Member State

equally. Services will be pro-

vided based on risk and need

PASO’s decisions and actions

will be communicated to

Member States, Associate

Member States and relevant

Observer Organisations

Fairness:

Transparency:

ment Systems

Priority 3: PASO maintains robust Quality Manage-

OUR PEOPLE

annual work plans

accordance with agreed

efficient manner and in

vided in an effective and

PASO’s services will be pro-

Diligence:

OUR VALUES

Priority 5: PASO is reformed

other considerations

ation in the Pacific above all

the safety and security of avi-

ethical standard and place

Report

Accountability:
PASO will agree and publish a
Strategic Plan and an annual
Business Plan and will report
on achievement of those
plans through an Annual

portive Host Agreement

Priority 7: PASO maintains an equitable and sup-

relationships

Priority 6: PASO has excellent internal and external

ners with whom PASO works to achieve its vision

civil aviation authorities, operators, and other part-

to ensure strong partnerships with governments,

Respected Partnerships:

PASO will act with the highest

Integrity:

organisational, and financial governance

services for its Members

Priority 2: A well-developed pool of inspectors

Priority 4: PASO exhibits strong corporate,

Priority 1: PASO has strong programs and support

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Organisational Strengthening:

STRATEGIC AREAS

Service Delivery Excellence:

required under PICASST and the ICAO convention

Mission: To provide for continuous improvement in the quality of aviation safety and security oversight services to comply with international standards,

Vision: An international organisation providing quality aviation safety and security service for Member States in the Pacific

PASO STRATEGIC PLAN 2018 – 2022
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SUPPORT OFFICER
CLEANER

OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

POOL OF INSPECTORS

** Fixed Term until 31 December 2021

*Fixed Term until 31 December 2020

FINANCE OFFICER

PROJECT MANAGER**

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

GENERAL MANAGER

CORPORATE SERVICES

STEERING COMMITTEE

FINANCIAL SUBCOMMITTEE

OPERATIONS ADVISOR*

OPERATIONS MANAGER

TECHNICAL SUBCOMMITTEE

PASO COUNCIL
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PASO has assessed its risk position against the three Strategic Areas and identified the following assessment:
Strategic Area: Service Delivery Excellence
Identified Risk Area

Impact

Our Response / Plan

Our Members may look to com-

Negative impacts on reputa-

petitors or other alternatives to

tion, funding and loss of value

PASO

proposition

Retain loyalty and maintain value proposition from our members
Renew our approach to our member
States Plan through regular consultation

Failure to deliver quality services, leading

• Robust financial and corporate

to loss of reputation and member confi-

management to ensure availability of

dence and leading to members to look for

human and financial resources

alternatives

• Review and feedback mechanisms to

Our value proposition is compromised

monitor quality of services

Our members may see PASO as lacking

• Increase number of Inspectors and

value leading to lower utilisation of services

Strengthening their capacity to meet

with consequential impacts on finances

increasing customer expectation

and reputation

• Regular engagement with States

Negative impact on our ability to

Strengthening of the pool of inspector

We don’t have sufficient resources
to meet timeliness and quality of
services to meet our increasing
customer expectations

We may experience challenges
retaining and attracting quality
personnel

provide quality services that meet
the needs and expectations of our

model, including continued implementation of the Pacific Inspector
Development Programme

members
Strategic Area: Organisational Strengthening

Identified Risk Area

Impact

Our business planning might not

We may fail to allocate resources

fulfil PASO’s changing needs

properly and prioritise their use

Rapid change in mandate,
Our mandate is likely to change

mission or business function may
cause PASO to lose focus

Our Response / Plan
Strong financial and corporate
management, including regular
reporting on PASO’s business plan
Management engagement with
the PASO Council to ensure
changes are well planned and
assessed before proceedings
• Monitoring of costs, good management and prioritisation of resources,

PASO may incur significant

and regular reporting to Council on

We may experience unplanned

unbudgeted costs or have insuf-

financial management.

increased funding needs and

ficient human resources to

• Changes to scope of activities to

resource requirements

deliver on our services or business
requirements

be properly assessed, tested and
resourced before being implemented.
We should maintain our strong focus
on our core business
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• Strong financial and corporate
Our internal system may compromise our ability to effectively and
efficiently deliver our services.

We may not have adequate

management and embedding of

resources resulting in poorly and

a quality management system to

deliver lower quality and quantity

improve productivity and quality

of services

• Robust management systems to
be implemented
• Robust work planning and

External impacts may reduce

Donor fund may discontinue

availability of funding

The quality of our services may
We may not manage our contrac-

be affected and/or we may not

tors or suppliers well

receive good value for money from
third party suppliers

Donor funded projects are not
effectively implemented

budgeting
• Continue to develop our relationship
with donor partners
• Strong contract management practices and quality processes embedded
as part of the PASO QMS
• Robust management systems to be
implemented.

• Negative impact on our reputation and

• We have clear programme designs and

ability to continue receiving funding

indicators that will help us monitor project

• Poor implementation of project objec-

implementation and reporting

tives, leading to loss of confidence of

• Regular reviews of feedback received, and

donors and members

lessons learned factored into BAU

Strategic Area: Respected Partnerships
Identified Risk Area

Poor management of member &
stakeholder relationships

Impact

Loss of confidence, leading to poor
organisational reputation and loss
of visibility within region

Our Response / Plan

Regular engagement, including
through attendance at relevant
regional and international forums,
and regular reporting to members

Robust and regular communicaOur members may lose confi-

Loss of reputation and value

dence in PASO

proposition

tion, alongside strong governance
processes to ensure member
participation in PASO strategic
direction

Poor communication, leading
Our engagement with our

to loss of value and increased

members may be ineffective

scope for members to look for
alternatives
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• Strong secretariat support to the
PASO Council, regular quarterly
reporting and work plan engagement, and responsiveness to
member inquiries
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PASO Members have requested PASO to undertaken 314 days of regulatory aviation oversight, as per the table below:

Breakdown of Audit Area
State

AVSEC

AIR

OPS

PEL

AGA

ANS

Total

Cook Islands

6

11

3

-

4

10

34

Kiribati

17

4

7

-

10

12

50

Nauru

2

-

2

-

2

4

10

Niue

5

-

-

-

5

-

10

Papua New Guinea

2

2

2

-

-

-

6

Samoa

7

23

24

-

9

6

69

Solomon Island

18

20

12

-

10

10

70

Tonga

2

8

9

-

2

8

29

Tuvalu

7

-

4

-

3

-

14

Vanuatu

3

8

6

-

1

4

22

Total

69

76

69

-

46

54

314

The following table provides the monthly analysis that is used to identify when PASO will be required to provide regulatory
aviation oversight to our members across the different categories:

Cat.

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

AVSEC

-

-

23

11

12

4

5

6

-

2

3

3

69

AIR

3

23

4

9

12

4

1

2

5

6

7

-

76

OPS

7

18

6

5

5

14

-

10

1

1

-

1

69

PEL

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

AGA

-

3

16

-

4

7

-

7

-

5

2

2

46

ANS

-

-

-

1

19

-

-

6

5

11

12

-

54

Total

10

41

49

26

52

29

7

31

11

25

24

6

314
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PASO Members have requested PASO to undertaken 314 days of regulatory aviation oversight, as per the table below:

State

2015
(Actual)

2016
(Actual)

2017
(Actual)

2018
(Actual)

2019
(Actual)

2020
Budget

Cook Islands

4

5

29

34

38

34

Kiribati

20

14

38

41

30

50

Nauru

-

-

12

9

-

10

Niue

5

-

-

13

6

10

Papua New Guinea

-

7

8

5

46

6

Samoa

23

51

78

116

127

69

Solomon Island

-

-

-

35

20

70

Tonga

45

99

89

68

82

29

Tuvalu

6

71

7

12

15

14

Vanuatu

5

69

167

81

142.5

22

Total Actual

121

316

426

413

506

Total Budgeted

218

255

289

352

379
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Flight Operation Inspector (FOI)

Airworthiness Inspector (FOI)

Aerodrome Inspector (AWI)

AVSEC Inspector (AI)

ANS Inspector (ASI)

Personnel Licensing (PEL)

Airworthiness (AIR)

Aerodrome + Ground Aids (AGA)

Aviation Security (AVSEC)

Air Navigation Services (ANS)

Air Navigation Services (ANS)

Air Navigation Services (ANS)

Air Navigation Services (ANS)

Certification (ANSI-AIS)

– Aeronautical Information Service –

Air Navigation Services Inspector

MET (ANSI-MET)

Air Navigation Services Inspector –

Air Navigation Services Inspector – Instrument Flight Procedures
(ANSI-PANS/OPS)

Telecom (ANSI-T)

Air Navigation Services Inspector –

Flight operations Inspector (FOI)

Flight Operations (OPS)

Air Navigation Services (ANS)

Inspector

Audit Area

This service is rarely requested but when
requested CAA Fiji provides the service

2

This service is rarely requested but when
requested CAA Fiji provides the service

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

No. of Inspector

Part 100, 175

Part 100, 174

Part 100, 173

Part 100, 172

Part 100, 171

Part 92, 100, 108, 109, 140

Part 100, 139

Part 19, 21, 91, 100, 119, 121, 125, 135, 145

Part 61,141

Part 91,92,100,119,121,125,129,135,141

Current Services Provided to
States by Rules Parts

Appendix
Number
of inspectors
Appendix E: |E:
Appendicies
Appendisx
Number
of inspectors
A: Strategic
per
Planning
CMA Areasper CMA Areas
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Part 135 – AOC Small A/C
Part 139 – Aerodrome
Part 140 – Aerodrome Security Programme
Part 141 – Aviation Training Organisation
Part 145 – Aircraft Maintenance Organisation
Part 147 – Aircraft maintenance training organisation
Part 171 – Aeronautical Telecommunication Services
Part 172 – Air Traffic Services
Part 173 – Instrument Flight Procedures
Part 174 - Aviation Meteorology Services
Part 175 – Aeronautical Information Publication

Part 19F – Fuel Supply Services

Part 21 – Certification of Products and Parts

Part 61 – Pilot Licensing

Part 91 – Operation Flight Rules

Part 92 – Dangerous Goods

Part 100 – Safety Management System

Part 102 – RPAS

Part 108 – Airline Security Programme

Part 109 – Regulated Agent Security Programme

Part 119 – Air Operators Certificate

Part 121 – AOC Large A/C

Part 125 – AOC Medium A/C

PART RULES SCOPE

PART RULES SCOPE

PASO WORK PROGRAMME – RULES SCOPE

Appendix
PASO’s
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PASO WORK PROGRAMME – RULES SCOPE

Pacific

Audit Area

Meetings

Location

Approx. Date

Pacific Islands Forum

Vanuatu

July/ August

CROP Heads (2-3)*

Suva

Feb, May, Oct

CROP Deputies (2-3)*

Suva

Mar, Jun, Nov

(If invited) Micronesia Presidents’ Summit / Polynesian
Leaders Group / Melanesian
Spearhead Group*

Various

TBA

PNG

March

Regional Aviation Ministers

PASO

Meeting

PASO Council Meetings (x2) PNG & Tonga

Steering Committee (x2)*
PAIP Program Steering

ICAO

Industry

Committee**

ASPA*

TBC

Various

OM

PM

Feb, Sep
Apr, Jul, and
Nov

May, Oct

Vanuatu

Sept

DGCA

Bangladesh

Nov

RASCF*

Bangkok

Jun/Jul*

RASG / APANPIRG*

Bangkok

Jun/ Jul*

Forum

CSM

Mar, Oct

Various

Pacific Aviation Security

GM

*Dates and/or Locations are not known and to be confirm
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January

February

March

• Meet with Vanuatu;
• CROP Heads.

• Regional Aviation Ministers Meeting;
• Visit to the Solomon Islands and PNG;
• PASO Annual General Meeting, PNG;
-CROP Deputies.

April

• Visit to NZ and Australia;

May

• Visit to Nauru, Kiribati, Tuvalu,
and Fiji;

• ICAO’s RASCF, RASG, and APANPIRG, Thailand;

-PAIP SC.

• CROP Heads;
• ASPA.

• CROP Deputies.

July

August

September

• Visit to Samoa, Tonga, Niue,

• PAIP SC

and the Cook Islands;

• Pacific Islands Forum, Vanuatu.

**PASO Operational Combined
Planning Week**

October

November

• PASO Council Meeting, Tonga;
• ASPA;
• CROP Heads and Governing

• Meet with Vanuatu;

Chairs.

39

June
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-ICAO DGCA, Bangladesh;

• PAIP SC;

• CROP Deputy.

• Security Forum, Vanuatu

December
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Contact details
Pacific Aviation Safety Office
Anchor House, Kumul Highway
PO Box 139, Port Vila,
Vanuatu

T: +678 28500
F: +678 28555
E: info@paso.aero
W: www.paso.aero
This document can be downloaded at www.paso.aero

